All of Your
Recreation Needs
in One Stop

Playgrounds & Site Amenities

Commercial Playgrounds and Parts

Fun for All, All for Fun

At KORKAT, we never forget our ultimate customer – the kids. We
strive to produce commercial playground equipment that is amusing,
sturdy, safe and challenging for children. These playgrounds are
tested to withstand anything from little toddlers to adults (all kids at
heart). Our playground tools inspire an array of energetic, inventive,
and supportive play. Best of all, we will help you generate an entirely
personalized playground plan that is uniquely yours.

Bleachers

Root, Root, Root
for the Home Team
One of the necessities of a great looking and fan-friendly
baseball field is superior quality bleachers. The bleachers
KORKAT provides are the top of the line and can be enjoyed
for years. There are many different options ranging from 4-row
portable bleachers to professional stadium grandstands. All of
our bleachers can be customized to best suite your area for any
ADA access needs or adding to existing concrete bleachers.
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SHade Structures

Made in the Shade
When it’s time to take to the shade, KORKAT’s sail canopy
designs are the solution. We can custom design shade canopies to
fit almost any situation or odd shaped location.
Shade canopies can also put the visual finishing touch on any
park, playground or project. And our designs will conform to your
post location restrictions.
The advantages of sail shades are unique in that our fabrics
come in an array of fun colors. In addition, our products are built to
withstand the changing seasons.
KORKAT’s traditional shades offer a wide variety of sizes, heights,
colors and fabrics. And whenever a harsh storm requires temporary
removal of the canopies, our quick release fasteners make it easy
with just a few turns of a wrench.
Like the sail shades, the fabrics for the traditional shades come in
a wide variety of colors.
All of our shades provide up to 99% protection from dangerous
ultraviolet radiation.

Site Amenities

Take a Break

KORKAT’s tables, benches and water fountains are
engineered tough to withstand long-term use in the outdoors.
They are state-of-the-art design and some of the most luxurious
outdoor fixtures accessible anywhere. Sturdy but attractive, we
also offer shelter combos, receptacles and bike racks.
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Metal Shelters

Take Cover

No recreational area is complete without a shelter or
pavilion. It’s practical, functional and adds great benefit to
any playground, park or outdoor area.
KORKAT shelters and kiosks dramatically reduce
maintenance costs, are easily installed and can be designed
for severe conditions.
The shelters are painted in a factory-controlled
environment to ensure a quality appearance. They come
standard with an anti-graffiti powder coat paint.
However, in the event graffiti hits you, clean-up is easy
with our special graffiti cleaner.
KORKAT shelters are manufactured from premium quality
components including extruded (not rolled) fascia and ridge
caps that insure straight-uniform lines, Galvalume steel roof
panels with a 20.5 year warranty against rust; and stainless
or galvanized fasteners that eliminate stains. We even
manufacture our own roof panels!

Dog Parks

Ours Are Fetching
Your four-legged kids need exercise too. With our wide
variety of playground equipment just for dogs, you can
transform an empty field or meadow into a unique play space
that engages a dog’s mind and body.
Dog parks give your pets places of their own to socialize
and exercise safely in the way they love best — off-leash.
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SKY SPAN

Covered Rain or Shine
Our aesthetically pleasing commercial umbrella systems can easily turn an
open area into a shaded and 100% waterproof area. We bring together solutions
like Retractable Umbrella System’s and other small non-standard structures to suit
clients shade requirements. KORKAT is fully equipped to meet any shade solution
needs that you may require.

Waterslides

Downhill Fun
Forget the standard playground slide; if you want to foster
true adventure for kids and families, it’s all about the waterslide.
Of course, we can wow you with the fact that our slides have
accurate radius and splash factor, but what you really need to
know is that the right waterslide can spell big turnout and major
fun for visitors.
Far and beyond ordinary playground slides, KORKAT water
slides provide more speed due to the water, which increases
the No. 1 goal for kids – the thrill!
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Water Play

One Fluid Motion
Our extensive collection of water play equipment is at
the top of the list in quality, while never missing a beat in
creative design.
Loaded with events and activities that encourage children
of all ages and abilities to develop their minds and their
bodies, we have a broad selection of high-quality water
play equipment designed to create a thought-provoking
recreational area. These products are top quality, safe
and accessible to all children. We have everything from
in-ground sprays, aquapets, structural units and interactive
play stations.

Indoor Playgrounds and Parts

No One Rains Out this Game

No longer does a rainy or snowy day mean the kids cannot live
out their superhero adventures.
Rain or shine, an indoor playground never hampers the fun.
We will help you create your own design with KORKAT’s large
part selection. A custom design is limited only by your imagination,
as the options for contained playgrounds are endless.
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Sports Equipment

Get Your Game On
Whether it’s hitting homeruns or
making fantastic hoop shots, KORKAT
provides the sports equipment to
play the game. We supply a variety
of equipment for the accomplished
competitor or the budding athlete.

Skate Parks

Enter the 21st Century
State parks are the ideal community
destinations for skateboarding. At
KORKAT, our promise is simple: we will
help you to build a top quality recreational
area within your park that will be a
tremendous addition for your community.
We utilize an array of professional
skaters and industry experts to
ensure optimum safety, fun, durability,
expandability, and aesthetic appeal.
Each component is designed to
work in tandem, allowing simple layout
adjustments for optimum flow. Our
modular approach means total flexibility
for updates and additions. Our sample
layouts are designed for small, medium
and large skate areas, each with its own
dynamic lines.
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It’s obvious that KORKAT founder Shane
Lanier loves to see kids having fun. As if his
long-standing career in the design and selling
of playground equipment were not enough
of a testimony to the fact, the KORKAT name
was actually inspired by his daughters, Korin
and Katie.

KORKAT a company of individuals who still value relationships
with customers regardless of project size. If it’s important to you, it’s
important to us. We want your experience with us to be something
worthy of your recommendation.
From helping select the pieces that are right for your preference,
location and budget all the way to the time of installation, KORKAT will
be with you as a competent advisor and trusted partner.
From design to set up and even future service of your recreation
equipment, KORKAT doesn’t disappear after the sale. Our team has
all the necessary licensing and safety certification to maintain your
equipment whenever you need it.
In short, it is a turnkey operation — KORKAT style.

Founded in 2003, KORKAT’s success is
reflected in three primary commitments:
• To provide remarkable customer service.
• To be a reliable and accurate consultant on
any recreation endeavor you undertake.
• To offer the highest safety standards in the
industry.
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